English
Whole class texts – The Highway Rat, The Ugly Five, Jack
and the Flum Flum Tree, Peace at Last
Can I use adjectives to describe a setting and a character?
Can I write lists with a bullet point and a new line?
Can I create a pictorial story map and use it to write an
alternative ending to JAFFT?
Can I unpick features of instructions?
Can I identify verbs and use them when writing
instructions?
Writing Assessment – Can I write instructions using
imperative (bossy) verbs and time connectives?

PSHE
Do I know what I can do or who I can talk to if
something makes me feel sad or worried?
Zones of Regulation:
Can I understand how my zone affects the people
around me?

History

Computing

PE

Can I create a picture to illustrate
the story of “Jack and the Flum
Flum Tree” by Julia Donaldson using
Paint programme?
Can I use Textease Paint
programme to create, organise,
store, manipulate and retrieve
digital content?

Dance - Can I put a
sequence of actions
together and create a
motif?
Can I link my movements to
music?

Can I explain who we remember on Remembrance day?

Geography
Can I spot the changes to the weather and the
temperature throughout the year and name the
seasons?

Can I identify types and textures of materials for
collage?

Maths
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Can I recognise and know the value of
different coins?
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Once upon a time…

Can I recognise and understand that teen
numbers are 10s and some 1s and begin to use
the knowledge to compare numbers?

WOW visitors and experiences
Launch: ‘Drop everything and read Julia Donaldson!’
We will be reading one Julia Donaldson book every
hour for a day. Which will be our favourite?
Landing: Julia Donaldson fun day with crafts,
cooking and music to celebrate all of our learning.
Visits / experiences: Watching the Gruffalo at the
Playhouse Theatre

Can I use historical vocabulary – old, new, past, a long
time ago?
Can I explain why do we celebrate Bonfire night?

Art & design / DT
DT: Can I design and make a sock toy? – link with
our science Materials topic.
Art: Can I explore printing simple pictures with a
range of hard and soft materials?

RE
Christianity:
Can I explain what the Nativity story teaches Christians
about Jesus? Can I describe how Christmas is
celebrated around the world?
What might Christians do at Church at Christmas?
Can I explain how Christians show their identity?

Music
Can I develop a sense of a

Science
Parts of Animals Can I compare and group living things?
Can I describe what the differences and similarities are
between different animals?
Seasons Can I explain what weather forecasts are?
Can I make observations about our local environment as the
seasons change?
Comparing Materials Can I name some common materials and
use suitable describing words to describe them? Can I choose
the most suitable materials to make a soft toy out of?

steady beat using movement,
body percussion and

Diversity
Links
We will be using
the first day of
anti-bullying

instruments?

week – ‘Odd
Sock Day’ - to

Can I count the beats in music

celebrate our

and move my body in time?

differences.

